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3 

 Which of the following statements is NOT    
 CORRECT according to the text?

A Teenagers prefer texting to making phone   
 calls.

B Making phone calls is cheap and fast.

C Teenagers use too many abbreviations in   
 their messages.

D Adults have difficulty in understanding    
 teenagers’ abbreviations.

4 It is one of the most well-known extreme water   
 sports. You need a mask, a snorkel and a diving  
 suit. 

 Which of the following sports IS mentioned in  
 the passage above?

 A        B 

C         D

Answer the questions (1-2) according to the 
passage below.

1 What of the following questions DOES NOT   
 have an answer in the text?

A Which is the best season to visit Vietnam?

B When is the rainy season?

C Are there enough choices for accommodation?

D How many times did Seval visit Vietnam?

2 Which of the following statements is NOT    
 CORRECT?

A During May and October, tourists can enjoy   
 the beauties of Vietnam.

B Vietnam offers a wide range of sightseeing,   
 dining and shopping opportunities.

C Vietnam is one of the most preferred Asian   
 countries by tourists.

D It is obvious in the passsage that Seval    
 visited Vietnam more than once.

TEST 1 UNIT 1 - 10

Vietnam is one of the most tourist-friendly 
countries in Asia. It is home to a wide 
range of sightseeing, dining and shopping 
opportunities. Vietnam has a tropical climate 
and dry season is between September and 
April but rainy season is between May and 
October so the best time to visit Vietnam 
is September. There are many ways of 
transportation and accommodation so you 
don’t need to think about these issues. As 
an experienced Vietnam tourist, I strongly 
recommend cycling day tours.

Seval

What could be the reason for teenagers 
preferring  texting to making phone calls? 
There is one basic  answer. It is cheap and 
fast. However, it leads to some problems in 
language use because teenagers use too 
many abbreviations. They sometimes use 
them in spoken language too, so it makes the 
conversation difficult between teenagers and 
adults.
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Answer the questions (8-9) according to the 
passage below.

8 What IS the main idea of the text?

A Switching off the lights

B Saving energy

C The importance of electricity 

D Water shortage

9 What does Martin suggest?

A Switching off the lights during the day.

B Not using smartboards during our classes.

C Being a member of environmentalist teens.

D Being careful about saving energy.

10 I To do something for the first time.

 II To check something to see if it works or not.

 III To find a place for the first time.

 Which of the following words DOES NOT have   
 a definition above?

A explore    B invent

C design    D test

5 I am a working mother so my daughters and   
 my husband help around the house. We make   
 a to-do list in the beginning of the week and    
 share household chores. So every week we    
 have different responsibilities and in that way   
 we try all chores. It is a fair way to share     
 household chores.

 What COULD be the title of the text?

A Boring Chores

B Working Mother

C My Family 

D Sharing Household Chores

6 I Today is the first day of my new school.

 II I feel anxious and stressed.

 III I find it difficult to have new friends.

 IV My best friend, Kylie and I have lots of things  
  in common.

 Which of the sentences IS NOT suitable to the  
 text?

A I   B II   C III   D IV

7 Your classmate has a movie night at her house.   
 She invites you but you have an important    
 exam the other day. So you kindly refuse her   
 with an excuse.

 What do you say?

A Sorry but I think our movie choices are    
 different.

B I’d like to but I have to study.

C Shame! Why didn't you tell me earlier?

D I am really keen on watching movies, thanks  
 for the invitation.

TEST 1 UNIT 1 - 10

Hello friends, I am Martin. I’m a member of 
school’s environmentalist teens and I want 
you to be more careful about saving energy. 
Here are some tips that can be useful for our 
aim. Please don’t forget to switch off lights 
when you leave the toilet. Also, please unplug 
smartboards when the school finishes. These 
may seem unimportant for you but they 
actually are.
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4 There are some important rules if you want to   
 be safe while using the Net.

 Which of the following IS NOT suitable to the   
 sentence above?

A While using the net, you shouldn’t share    
 your personal information.

B You should choose strong passwords for   
 your accounts.

C You can share your real name while surfing   
 on the Net.

D You shouldn’t meet your online friends in   
 person.

5 Mike:                                                                      ?

 Kennedy: As far as I know it is the study of   
 living systems to understand engineering    
 problems.

 Mike: Yes, you are right. What do they work on?

 Kennedy: It changes. For example, in order to   
 design better cameras, they study human    
 eye. Or they work on body parts and use this   
 information to design artificial limbs. 

 Which of the following questions is SUITABLE  
 to complete the dialogue?

A What do you know about bionics

B Have you ever conducted an experiment

C What do you think about vaccination

D What is the most important scientific     
 development in 1900s

1 I am really exhausted today. I did lots of things at   
 home. First, I tidied up my room, then I vacuumed   
 and mopped the floor. I dusted the shelves and   
 now I am having a cup of coffee to have a rest.

 What IS NOT mentioned in the passage?

 A        B 

C         D

2 

 

 Which of the following words IS NOT related   
 to the picture?

A aftershock    B  collapsed buildings

C eruption     D  shaking

3 I Really? I can come with you if you like.

 II That sounds awesome. I'll pick you up at ten.

 III I have two tickets for Mabel Matiz’s concert   
  but none of my friends love him.

 IV Alright. See you then.

 Put the dialogue into CORRECT order.

A I - IV - II - III    B  III - I - IV - II

C III - I - II - IV    D  II - III - I - IV

TEST 2 UNIT 1 - 10
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Answer the questions (8-10) according to the 
passage below.

8   Which of the following sentences MENTIONS   
 that Florida is a good place to try water sports?

 A It is located in the USA.

 B It is surrounded by water.

C There are hundreds of caves.    

D Florida has a tropical climate.

9 Which of the following extreme sports IS NOT  
 mentioned in the text?

 A        B 

C         D

10  Where IS the text taken from?

 A a website     B  a brochure

C a postcard    D  an advertisement

Answer the questions (6-7) according to the 
passage below.

6   Who HAS difficulty with their preparations?

 A Asu     B Kennedy

C Melinda    D Seren

7  Which of the following words DOES NOT have   
 the same meaning with the underlined word?

 A great     B perfect

C amazing    D ordinary

TEST 2 UNIT 1 - 10

Asu

Hey friends, you know we will have 
the party next Saturday. Have you 
finished your preparations?

Melinda

I talked with the restaurant but 
they didn’t accept our offer for the 
food and beverages.

Yeah, I arrange the music 
and party lights.

Kennedy

I sent all the invitations. Now, I am 
waiting for people’s responses. I 
think it is going to be awesome!

Seren

END OF YEAR PARTY

Florida, which means place of flowers, is located 
in the USA. It is surrounded by water therefore 
one of the best places to try water sports such as 
diving, canoeing and kayaking. The Northern part 
of the state hosts hundreds of caves and long 
hiking routes. Florida has a tropical climate so I 
recommend checking the weather forecast before 
planning a trip.

marywonderland.blogspot
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Answer the questions (4-5) according to the 
passage below.

Hello! I am Jeremy. I love bungee jumping. I started 
my first trials when I was 18 years old and now I 
am 27. I jumped from bridges, tall buildings and 
mountains. Bungee jumping can be a hobby but 
we must admit that it is a dangerous hobby. I 
have taken part in some competitions and I would 
like to continue because I like both adrenalin and 
competitions. I have practised a lot in Istanbul and 
Muğla because there is a new contest in Fethiye. 
People may think that bungee jumping is dangerous 
and risky but to me diving with sharks, caving, 
skydiving or motor racing are far more dangerous.

4 Which of the following sports IS NOT as    
 dangerous as motor racing?

 A        B 

C         D

5 Which of the following sentences IS CORRECT?

A Jeremy started doing bungee jumping nine   
 years ago.

B Bungee jumping includes jumping from the   
 aircrafts or helicopters.

C Bungee jumping isn’t a dangerous hobby.

D Jeremy has practised bungee jumping in    
 Fethiye.

1 I A very strong, circular wind.

 II An area of trees that are burning.

 III An enormous quantity of snow which     
  suddenly falls down a mountain.

 Which of the following pictures IS NOT    
 described above?

 A        B 

C         D

2 My parents always               me               when I   
 need their help.

 Choose the BEST option to fill in the blanks.

A get on / well   

B back / up

C have something / in common    

D rely / on

3 I The meal isn’t fresh.                 .

 II How long do you bake the cake?                 .

 III What are the main ingredients of this sauce?  
                  .

 Which of the following IS NOT suitable to    
 complete the blanks above?

A You shouldn’t eat it

B For forty minutes

C Yes, it smells lovely

D Onion, pepper and two tomatoes

TEST 3 UNIT 1 - 10
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9 I Very special or unusual.

 II You ask someone, argue with someone or   
  give reasons to someone when you cause   
  that person to do something.

 III When something bad or unfair happens, you  
  have this strong feeling.

 IV Giving and receiving.

 Which of the explanations above IS the     
 definition of "persuade"?

A I   B II   C III   D IV

10 Aret: Do you think there will be a water     
 shortage?

 Alara: Yes probably.

 Aret: Why?

 Alara: Because we waste too much water.

 Aret: What could be the results of wasting    
 water?

 Alara: Serious droughts and famine.

 Aret: What do you suggest?

 Alara: I think we should educate people to use   
 less water. 

 Which of the following IS the cause of the    
 problem?

A Famine

B Drought

C Wasting water

D Water shortage

Answer the questions (6-7) according to the 
passage below.

6 Which of the following is NOT CORRECT    
 about the text?

A There is no information about the place of   
 occasion.

B The party will last 4 hours.

C The party will start in the evening.

D Molly is the sender and Selin is the receiver.

7 This text is a / an                                              .

A letter     B souvenir 

C text message  D invitation card

8 Don’t forget to                               the oven before  
 you put the mixture in it.

 Choose the BEST option to complete the    
 sentence.

A preheat    B clean

C burn     D press

TEST 3 UNIT 1 - 10

Dear Selin,

I am having a tea party at my house to 
celebrate the end of exams. It will start 
at 5 p.m. and go on until 9 p.m. I hope 
you can make it.

Love

Molly




